
PROGRAMME 2: POLICY AND RESEARCH

PURPOSE

Policy and Research conducts communication research, and the development and

implementation of government policy from a communication perspective.

MEASURABLE OBJECTIVE 

To inform communication policy and strategy in government by analysing and producing research

reports on developments in the communication environment.

Policy and Research provides communication policy and research services. It ensures that

communication products are informed by the needs of the public, through research projects that

aim to identify the kind of government information the public is interested in hearing about. The

Programme assists in establishing the effectiveness of government’s programmes and monitors the

communication of these policies and how they are covered in the media. The Chief Directorate:

Policy and Research continuous to provide support to the MDDA.

SERVICE-DELIVERY OBJECTIVES AND INDICATORS 

Policy monitors media, communication and information policy reports. It examines the

development and implementation of government policy as a whole from a communication

perspective and carries out GCIS’ responsibilities towards the MDDA and the Southern African

Development Community (SADC). The Chief Directorate participates in the regional information

policy process within the SADC. The SADC Media Awards, driven by the Directorate: Policy, are in its

second year of existence, attracting participants within the region and extending interaction of

media experts within the SADC.    

Policy has established the imbizo database to collate issues arising from izimbizo. It will improve

information monitoring and follow-up processes within government departments. 

Research assesses the information and communication needs of government and the public and

evaluates government’s communication initiatives, products and channels. It also outsources long-

term countrywide research projects (qualitative and quantitative) and short-term (ad hoc) projects,

subscribes to relevant and regular research products, purchases research findings, renders research

advice to internal and external clients and encourages government communicators to conduct

research to enhance effective communication.
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The Chief Directorate has extended its communication research to include a continuous assessment

of the public’s information needs. To this end, a continuously tracked communication research

project has been embarked upon, the outcomes of which enable government to decide on the

most effective methods to inform the public about its programmes.  

SERVICE-DELIVERY ACHIEVEMENTS 
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